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Notes from the President......
1982 was a very active year for the

United Sidecar Association. Fund raising with
sidecar raffles, National Rallys and projects.
This new year is starting off with much needed
organization in the Sidecar manufactures.

For over a year Frank Zuch and myself
have been talking with others of the need for
a sidecar manufactures and importers
district association. The reasons for forming
such an Association are many and vitally
important to our grouth.

One doesn't have to look very far to see
many examples and precedents for comparable
small industry associations. Such diverse
groups as the makers of motorcycle accesso-
ries, skate boards, surf boards, mopeds, hang-
gliders, ultra-light aircraft, go-karts, and many
others all have their associations, and for good
reasons. Primarily they have pooled their
resources for their mutual benefit and you the
sidecar owner and buyer will be the person to
benefit.

Guide lines for sidecar manufacturers to
follow, better products (this is important),
service and safety. Those of us in the sidecar
field realize the real need to have our eyes and
ears open to how consumers (you) see our
products and that you receive the service that
your are entitled to.

Listed are the members of the Association
as of this writing: Co-Chairman

Doug Bingham Side Strider

Frank Zuch Thompson Cyclecars

Charter Members
Side Strider Inc. USA

Thompson Cyclecars USA

California Sidecar Co. USA

Motorvation USA

Equalean Inc. USA

Kenna Sidecars USA

Watsonian Ltd. UK

Anyone interested in joining please
contact us at the following address:

SIDECAR MFG. DIV.

PO Box 8119

Van Nuys, CA 91409

DOUG BINGHAM
President
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Profile
Karl Paul

Introducing Karl Paul, United Sidecar
member who passengers on Road Racing
sidecars in Europe contesting German Na-
tional and G.P. races.

Karl is 36 years old and was born in
Heidelberg, West Germany. He came to the
U.S. in 1968 and served in the United States
Army for 4 years. Karl was stationed at Fort
Ord in California and also back in West
Germany. After serving in California, Karl
said he just could not live anywhere else. He
loves the beach, desert, mountains and the
best weather.

Karl is a Porsch-Mercedes mechanic
and learned his trade in Germany. Karl's
sidecar road racing on the Continent started
in 1979 with Heinz Luthringshouser, driver
on one of the last BMW rigs, later on
Yamaha's. They campaigned all of the Gran
Prix's and finished 9th overall on a Yamaha
500cc L.C.R.

In 1980 Karl teamed with Max Venus
(driver) but bad racing luck followed by
bike failures, such as flats, engine losing
spark put a damper on the season. They used
a 3 cylinder Yamaha, home built by a Swiss
named Rudy Kurth. Although in 1981 this
same rig and motor would win the European
championship road racing hillclimb.

1981 found Karl passengering for
Albert Giesemann. In the world G.P.'s they
finished 12th overall on a Yamaha L.C.R.
Best placing was a 4th place in Finland at
Imatra. In the German National champion-
ships a 5th overall even though they experi-
enced techanical problems and D.N.F.'s.

Helmut Fath, the 2 time world champ
was the builder of the motor and mechanic
on the G.P. circuit. Their sponsor was the
West German importer of Nova Helmets.

1982 Karl had 2 drivers. The first was a
47 year old experienced Kurt Jolonek. He
then teamed with Charles Hoffmann a new-
comer, a first time G.P. competitor. They had
2 G.P. starts. In Bruno, Czechoslovakia 21st
place, lost the gear box and only had first
gear. In Mugello, Italy a 15th place, ran out
of gas and the gearshift broke.

Traveling to and thru many different
counries in Europe one experiences many
things. Karl has some interesting anecdotes
to relate. He and Heinz Luthringshouser
were enroute to the Paul Richard circuit in
the south of France. The weather was warm
and Heinz was laying on a lounge chair (he
has a wooden leg) before going to sleep that
night he straped his wooden leg to the
lounge chair because he thought someone
might play a trick on him and steal his leg
while he was sleeping. Then at Hockenheim
Heinz drilled holes in his wooden leg to
make it lighter. He won the race and when
he jumped onto the podium to receive his
laurels his drilled leg collapsed. He had
drilled too many holes!

Karls’ plans for 1983 are to return to
the world G.P.'s as passenger for Charles
Hoffman or with a swiss driver, Monin and
hopefully a good sponsor.

Heinz Luthringhauserer and Karl Paul
at Hockenheim, West Germany
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Profile

Giesemann and Karl at Nuerburg Ring, West Germany

Jelonek and Karl at Framchamps (SPA)
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Profile

Heinz Luthringhauserer and Karl Paul at Paul Ricard, France

Heinz Luthringhauserer and Karl Paul at Hockenheim, West Germany
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Rally News
MAINE GOES ALL OUT!
George & Judy Greenhalgh, PA

Quote the Morning Sentinal, Monday, July 19:
"The word is out. Sidecars are back. They were spotted
in Skowhegan, on Route 2 toward Waterville and out
in Farmingham." The Third Annual New England
Sidecar Rally, held July 16, 17, 18, attracted 32 sidecar-
ists and 19 solo machines from Maine, New Hamp-
shire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New
York, Pennsylvania and of course our neighbors from
the north - Dave and Donna Washburn of Odessa,
Ontario, who won the long-distance award. Two dogs
and 174 persons (including spectators) ranging in age
from 9 weeks to 69 years attended.

As we approached Norridgewock, "Welcome
Sidecar" signs in stores, restaurants and gas stations
marked the trail to the Somerset Campground. Each
participant was met by Carl and Cindy Johnson at the
giant registration tent which along with the swimming
pool became an oasis for many from the hot sun. With
great planning and foresight all machines were parked
in a line along the field event area. These parking
arrangements made bike-judging, tire-kicking and
picture-taking very easy and much fun.

One highlight of the week-end was a 60 mile tour
through the heart of Maine -uncongested roads, breath-
taking panorama, clean air and nature at its finest
beckoned each of us. "Meanwhile back at the ranch"
Carl and his son Eric were preparing a Maine Bean-
Hole (a what?).

 After digging a five foot pit and lining it with
rocks it was necessary to fill it with hot coals by
burning wood for several hours. Then the coals were
removed (ouch!) and a thirty gallon pot with Maine
beans, molasses, - spices and ham was lowered into the
ground. The coals were replaced around the pot and
completely sealed by 12" of sand. The culinary results
would be in question for 24 hours.

Saturday morning was another beautiful day, and
the smell of freshly brewed coffee pulled bikers from
their tents. A Sidecar Clinic for those interested was led
by John Harris, Brooklyn, Connecticut. Shortly
thereafter one heard the calls of Sheila Gelinas, Spring-
field, MA, and Cindy Johnson as they herded the
children into the field area for games. It didn't take long
for the youngsters to turn the water race into a
SHOWER for Sheila!

In the afternoon it was the adults' turn to prove
their skills. Samuel Reed, Suncook, New Hampshire,
was the oldest sidecarist, and his experience and
expertise also won him first prize in the Fifty Foot
Blindfold Guess competition. Sam stopped his Harley
within an inch of the line! Joe Uebelacker and his
daughter Megan, Buskirk, NY, won first prize in the
Water Cup race. To win nine year old Megan had to
carry a half-filled cup on her head as a sidecar passen-
ger for fifty feet over bumpy terrain without spilling it.
Cheers went up from the crowd as we watched Megan
skillfully accomplish this feat twice in succession.
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Rally News
MAINE GOES ALL OUT!
Other winners were:
Ronnie Wood, Vassalboro, ME, Ride the Rail;

Neil Kaber, Freedom, Maine, Obstacle Course;

Carl Johnson, Industry, Maine, Bite the Hot Dog.
(We think Carl practiced this for several weeks
prior to the rally;)

The unearthing of the bean-pot signaled
dinner to everyone - the true test of the "Maine--
iac's" ancient cooking style was about to be
tested! Our chef's success was apparent.
HMMMM GOOD!

Trophies and door prizes were presented
after dinner. Randy Flagg, Strong, Maine, was
the proud possessor of the oldest sidecar rig - a
1932 Harley with 1920 vintage sidecar.

Randy's machine was also elected Most Unique.

Jim Gallagher won the Best All-Around trophy
for his Yamaha/Spider.

The longest distance travelled by the largest
family was awarded to the Bruce Foshays of
Ayer, MA.

The final attraction of the rally was a giant
campfire and sing-along. The featured "orches-
tra" (the "Sidecarettes"?) was composed of Dave
Washburn-accordion, George Greenhalgh, AL
Baker-harmonicas, Neil Kaber-recorder. CAMA-
RADERIE was truly the keyword by Sunday
morning. Many good-byes were followed by
promises to meet again next year.

Our thanks to the Johnson family for their
well-organized efforts, to the Maine cycling
businesses for their overwhelming generosity and
to all the "Maine--sacs" for their hospitality!
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Rally News (International)
The New Zealand Rally

New Zealand’s first sidecar owners Rally
Jaitomo "82" was held during ANZAC weekend
at the caves campsite; in all fifty-five outfits
attended, bringing with them approximately 150
people. Except for the odd shower Saturday night
the weather could not have been better. There
was much to-ing and fro-ing as people ex-
changed information and ideas and much laugh-
ter, as experiences of riding were exchanged.

Friday night’s number l laugh was a bar-b-
qued Bunny which had been bowled over by a
Norton outfit on the way to the Rally, and the
subsequent preparation and display of culinary
art then took place, which amused everyone, and
was enjoyed by all.

A group traveled from Christchurch down
the South Island, winning the long distance
award, and others from Kaikohoe, Auchland
Tauranga, Wellington, New Plymouth, and all
points inbetween. The oldest outfits were a 1918
Harley-Davidson and a 1913 Reading. The
smallest was a 125 Yamaha, ridden by a mother
of four. The Largest a 1200cc 1943 Indian Chief.

A social run to the limestone bridge and the
Earakopa falls, was topped off with light refresh-
ments at the Te Anga tavern before the run home.
Everyone enjoyed the opptunity to ride with
others who share the enthusiasm for this kind of
transport.

Saturday night was prize giving around the
Bar-b--cue fire. We had prizes for the longest
distance, the best dressed riders, the best
modiefied, the best looking outfit, and the pretti-
est woman passenger.

It was a tremendously successful weekend
and one which will be talked about for some
time, from the enthusiasm displayed by owners
at this rally. It is proposed to organise another
one for next year, probably on the same week-
end making three days available.

Ann & Bill Reed,

43 Laingholm Drive, Auckland 7.
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Travels by Sidecar
S/C JOURNEY TO AFRICA
WITH PAUL L. & SALLY O'NEIL

(continued from Sept. Volume 6 - No. 5)
Oct 8, 1982. Camping De Loasis, Agades-Niger

Resting here for a few days after crossing the
Sahara. Our trip south thru France and Spain was
uneventful, cold and wet. Crossing the Straits of
Gibraltar the temperature soared as did our hopes.
Touring thru Morocco was very pleasant, not a lot of
traffic. Wide open spaces interspersed with decent
sized towns with all amenities like gas, water and
occasionally COLD BEER! Bike running well with no
problems.

Crossing the frontier into Algeria and heading to
our first major stop Tammanrasset. Long roads, all
paved, thru desert sands. Hardly any traffic at all, could
cruise at any speed. Between In-Salah and Tam, same,
625 kilometers, the pavement had broken up and
diversions were the order of the day. Into the sand on
the side of the road gave us our first thought of how the
sidecar would handle - not very well!

On this stretch we met a French couple on a
Moto-Guzzi with sidecar (Earls forks, 15" wheels and
Michelin car tires) who had been to Tam and were now
returning to spend more time in the north. They warned
us of ground clearance and soft sandy patches. Ground
clearance was of no concern as we had plenty. Weight
being the only worrying factor.

On our arrival in Tam, met various people who
had travelled north in all kinds of vehicles and all were
very skeptical as to whether we would make it. During
the last 18 months the dunes lying 400 Km south had
moved east and covered the main track south and were
causing a lot of difficulties even for 4 wheel drives.
Also the 35 Km between the border post which had
always been sandy was now even worse and it was
taking anything up to a day to cross.

However after changing tires to knobbies and
lowering the gearing and a full service, we started
south. We were carrying full fuel (60 liters in 3 jerry
cans and the tank) plus 40 liters of water and provisions
for 7 days.

The first day we only got stuck once in a long
sandy stretch which could not be avoided, so we
camped that night in reasonable spirts. The next day
after 6 hours of sand matting and covering probably 30
kilometers, we realised it would take us a little longer
than we thought! Also fuel and water would be getting
short, this section being 900 Km.!

Later that day, some Swiss people, whom we had
met further north in Algeria happened along in convoy
with 3 Germans in a VW Combi. They pulled us thru
that particular sandy bit and we teamed up for the rest
of the crossing! Just as well! It was worse than we
imagined, very soft sand and even going very wide of
the main track, up to 10Km wide, still sandy and
needed many pushes and lots of tows. We eventually
arrived here in Agades, the first major town south of
the Sahara, in the region called Sahel, Thanks to 7
people, 2 VW Combis, 30 meters of climbing rope and
15' of sand mat. Basically we were too heavy. We off
loaded our jerry cans and Sally rode in a VW for some
of the time. Even then, the best way to approach any
sandy bit was flat out in 3rd and hope to keep the
momentum up to the end of the soft spot. Sometimes it
worked, sometimes not. Even so, travelling into deep
sandy ruts at speed requires some caution or else the
sidecar leans a little to much. On flat open desert with
firm sand, it is a joy to ride.

So far to date, we have covered 5,700 miles at an
average of 40 mpg. Negligable oil useage. Knobbie
tires still good, having changed the road tires in Tam.
One chain and rear sprocket dead. Only breakage so
far, being one rear spoke, everything else good.
Kawasaki's 750 twin motor surprisingly good and
tractable and strong. With an EML motor-cross out
here and a back up vehicle, one could have FUN!!!

Will be going on to Niamey, the capital of Niger
within a couple of days, before going south to Nigeria.
Impossible to send film from here as it will never reach
the U.S. Will send when safe. Motorcycle and sidecar's
cause quite a stir here, and there is always a group of
people looking on. S/C chassis - excellent, nothing
loose - no cracks, plenty of clearance, tire like new.
Firmer mountings than the ones we saw in Europe, but
still with the same flex. Will write again soon.

Paul & Sally O'Neil
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PRESS RELEASE
THE GREAT NEVAL REBATE SWEEPSTAKES, presented by Sidecar Imports, & NEVAL

Motor Cycles begins January 1, 1983. Grand Prize will be $1,983.00 rebated on the purchase of a
1982 or 1983 NEVAL MOTOR CYCLE/SIDECAR COMBINATION. Five Second Prizes of
$200.00 rebates will be awarded, and thirty savings certificates valued at $30.00 each toward the
NEVAL first service will also be awarded.

The NEVAL, complete with a factory installed sidecar, reverse gear, a 650 cc opposed twin
cylinder four-stroke engine, has classic old-world appeal, and functional, practical fun built right into
it. The NEVAL Model MT-12, with the driven sidecar wheel will go anywhere, through mud, sand,
even snow! Contact one of the NEVAL dealers listed below for contest details and a ride in the only
third wheel drive sidecar rig in the country.

Arizona: D & F Cycles, Tucson 602-790-4370

California: European Cycle Spec., Garden Grove 714-530-2711

R P M, Ventura, 805-648-2895

Motorcycles Unlimited, Corte Madera 415-924-0327

Iowa: Fort Dodge Suzuki, Fort Dodge 515-573-5206

Indiana: Cycle Werks, Indianapolis 317-257-1281

Massachusetts: Freeman Cycles, Beverly 617-922-6668

Maine: Street Cycles, Falmouth 207-781-4763

Mississippi: Cycles & Side Cars, Liberty 601-657-8975

Minnesota: Delano Sports Center, Delano 612-479-2.530

New York: Ghost Motorcycles, Port Washington 516-883-5300

No. Carolina: The Cycle Station, Winston-Salem 919-767-2871

Virginia: Jesse's M/C Eng, Scottsville 804-286-3276

Washington: British M/C Supply, Renton 206-251-0884

Wyoming: Old Home Custom Cycle, Douglas 307-358-9587

990 N. Waukegan Road Lake Forest, IL 60045 312-234-7661
Exclusive U.S. Importers of NEVAL Motorc

Press Release
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Sidecars
Sidecars are always a crowd pleaser as the

addition of the car and an extra wheel strikes the
imagination as a lean-to on a motorcycle. It's
amazing to think these lean-tos can survive the
terrain that pounds conventional bikes, but it's
really awesome to watch these sidehack pilots
launch these lean-tos five or six feet into the air
above jumps!

Miles Strickland and Phillip Palfreyman led
at the end of the first lap of the first Sidecar
moto. The Harley-Davidson-powered rig of Tom
and Scott Whitney dropped out of the race from
the second position on the next lap and Pete
Whitney and Duane McDowell passed
Strickland/Palfreyman for the lead. Trevor
Harrison and Rudy Softi passed Ralph Whitney
and Ramsey Harris for third on the same lap and
the order stayed the same until the last lap of the
race.

It seems that the passenger of the Strickland
/ Palfreyman team developed sunstroke and was
spit off the rig above the starting jump about
halfway through moto one. One of the Whitneys
from the ailing Harley-Davidson rig took over as
"monkey" and the new team was doing so hot
that they regained the lead. Unfortunately for this
new team, it isn't fair to switch monkeys in the
middle of a race and they were disqualified, but
at least both riders continued to have fun.

The second moto saw the winning Whitney/
McDowell team of the first moto in second place
behind John and Victory Palfreyman, who DNF
the first round. Whitney/McDowell would have
won if they could have held their position, but a
flat tire on the fourth lap put an end to their
charge. On lap six, the passenger had to get off
and push the bike up "The Freeway" hill and the
pair decided to quit after that.

Race Reports

The Palfreymans won this moto, but as with
runners-up Strickland and Palfreyman and the
third place Whitney team, they DNF moto one
and were out of the running for the overall. The
first moto runners-up, Harrison/Softi finished
fourth this moto to take the overall. Second
overall went to the Ken Maler/Richard Langosh
team (3-6), who were the only other team to
survive both motos. The Palfreyman team took
third over-all by virtue of their second moto win.

Results
SIDECAR:

1. Trevor Harrison/Rudy Softi (Mai USP);

2. Ken Maler/Richard Langosh;

3. John Palfreyman (Nor/WSP).

1983 CMC Golden State Series
Jan 8-9 Saddleback Park, Orange, Ca.

Jan 15-16 Madera Lakes Fresno, Ca.

Jan 22-23 Sandhill, Brentwood, Ca.

Jan 29-30 Sunrise Cycle Park,Adelanto, Ca.

Feb 5-6 Huron Fresno, Ca.

Feb 19-20 Hollister Hills,  San Jose, Ca.

Feb 26-27 Saddleback, Orange, Ca.

NEW BUSINESS:
Next year AMA, District 37 will have one

class for sidecars. We will have a complete
calender next month for 1983 AMA & CMC
events. AMA has approved our list of races that
will count for next year; all other District races
will not count.

See photo on P 2
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Racing
Essaff/Cruegar, New #1
From either side, Essaff’s a winner

At the age of 26, Fete Essaff has looked at
sidecar racing from both sides — and come up a
winner each way. He was AMA U.S. Road
Racing Champion in 1978 as a passenger for
Gary Gipe. In 1980, he turned around and won
the class as a driver, with Ken Harrold in the
chair. And in 1982, Essaff again drove to victory
in the sidecar road racing class, this time with
Dennis Crueger as passenger.

Essaff and Crueger won three of the five
sidecar Nationals in 1982, finishing second and
third in the other two. It was a strong and consis-
tent performance, but it was barely good enough
as the two faced tough competition from the
1981 championship team of Bruce Lind and Jack
Hart, who had two wins and two seconds.

Essaff said mechanical problems that hit
Lind and Hart in the first race of the season, at
Elkhart Lake, Wisconsin, eliminated some of the
pressure of competing with the defending na-
tional champions. Essaff and Crueger took first
while Lind and Hart had to settle for sixth in that
race.

"The win at Elkhart Lake really made the
season easy," Essaff says. "We expected we could
still have a good season with a second at
Elkhart."

He and Crueger stretched their points lead
by winning the season's second race, at Loudon,
New Hampshire. Essaff says the race was tight
early, but an illness to passenger Jack Hart forced
Lind to ease off the throttle and settle for second.

At Laguna Seca Raceway in Monterey,
California, Lind and Hart showed their champi-
onship form, outrunning Essaff and Crueger for
the win. Essaff says he changed tires on his
Kawasaki racer just before the final and did not
get a chance to scuff the new tires in practice.
"Our rig requires four or five laps of warmup to
get the tires right," he says. "But we had no time
so we started on fresh rubber."

As the tires worked in, Essaff's lap times
dropped two seconds, but that wasn't good
enough to catch Lind and Hart in the short 19-
mile sprint race.

That set up a showdown in August at the
Sears Point (California) circuit, Essaff's home
track. And the race lived up to expectations. "We
really pushed each other," Essaff says. "We were
turning consistent 1:58s on a track where we had
hardly ever been under two minutes."

Essaff and Crueger took the victory, but
Pete said it wasn't easy. "That was the hardest
race either Dennis or I had ever been in," he says,
"and it set the championship in our pockets."

But he still had to avoid mechanical prob-
lems that could keep the team out of the points at
the season's final race in Kent, Washington,
Lind's home track. Essaff says he had prepared
for a wet track, but the sun came out shortly
before the final. "We just couldn't stay with him
(Lind)," he says. Complicating things further, the
front tire started going flat on Essaff's outfit. "We
were down to three or four pounds of air by the
end," Essaff says.

Although the third-place finish in Washing-
ton was their worst of the year, Essaff and
Crueger earned enough points to take the season
championship. And Essaff, who does most of the
mechanical work on the machine, says consis-
tency was the key. The Kawasaki 1,000cc engine
that powers the bike can be built for more power
he says. but "we don't usually go with the highest
horsepower engine. We go for more torque and
reliability." Essaff says he and Crueger started
practicing at Loudon with a high-horsepower
engine, but "then we realized we were turning
better lap times with less horsepower."

Essaff praises Crueger's abilities as a pas-
senger. "Ours is the most demanding rig in the
United States to be a passenger on," he says. "It's
old and heavy and needs more weight shift to get
through the corners."
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Essaff/Cruegar, New #1, Cont.
In an attempt to remedy that, Essaff says he

is working on two new rigs for the 1983 season
that he thinks will be strong and reliable enough
to compete on the treacherous 37-mile Isle of
Man public roads course. But he's not planning
an assault on the grand prix circuit.

"We can't afford to go over and race in
Europe," he says, "but if somebody called with a
deal I'd be the first one to get on the plane."

The problem, he says, is that sidecar racing
is "almost profitable" in Europe while it is a
hobby in America. That means that the European
teams can put more money into development and
technology.

Essaff believes sidecar racing has to become
more than a sideshow in America before it pays
to compete. "We have to show up at a race with
15 bikes, 10 of which are fast," he says.

Besides the problems of money and spon-
sorship, sidecar racers also have to fight a bad

Racing
image of themselves among other motorcycle
racers, Essaff says. "We had a reputation for
blowing engines and getting oil all over the
track." In addition, he says many racers don't
want to put the trust in another person that's
necessary to win in the sidecar class. "They don't
want somebody else's mistake to make them
crash," he says.

But the importance of teamwork is one of
the things that attracted Essaff to sidecar racing.
"There are so many factors involved in winning a
sidecar race that when you do it you can really
feel proud," he says.

And he said he is committed to improving
the sport of sidecar racing in the United States
because, "without mproving the sport I can't go
any-where."

"I made the decision to start racing when I
was 21 and it turned my life around," Essaff says.
"I was going to be a normal person. I had a
business and I was about to put money down on
a house. But then I thought, 'I'm only 21... "Now
I may never be able to afford a house!"

Photos by Dale Brown, Cycle News West
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Racing
Essaff/Cruegar, New #1, Cont.
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SIDECAR ON THE DIRT
FLXI - the banking Outfit
With the unpronounible name

IN MANY cities in the United States con-
necting services at the local airport are provided
by buses which proclaim, in large chromium
capital letters on the radiator grille, the unpro-
nounceable word "FLXI".

Not a model code-name (such as CBX, or
FLH), Flxi is the trade-mark of the Flxible
Company, which has produced a line of reliable
buses for many years. But I wonder how many of
their operators know how Flxi got started?

In fact the Flxible company were, from
1919 until about 1925, possibly the best-known
sidecar manufacturers in the USA. Their prod-
ucts were primarily for use in early dirt-track
racing and though they made sidecars for road
use, too, in certain conditions these had some
odd handling problems. This led to the provision
of a bar which made the outfit rigid if the owner
desired.

The whole point about the Flxi chassis —
think of it as "Flexy", and you'll get the idea —
was that the sidecar wheel was pivoted in the
horizontal plane and coupled by a crossbar
which passed under the body to the frame of
the motor cycle. When the bike leant into a
bend, the sidecar wheel canted over by the
same amount.

The outfits were raced on half-mile and
one-mile horse racing tracks with a dirt surface,
and the FIxi was a favourite with racers of the
time because it could get them around the
perpetual left-hand turns faster than a rigid job.

A special technique was employed when
racing a Flxi. As the driver approached a turn
he would throw the machine to the left as far as
it would go (up against the stop limiting the
banking crossbar), brace his right leg against
the sidecar body and slide the whole outfit
around the turn at full throttle.

1922 Harley-Davidson and Fixi outfit, restored, owned, and ridden by Gene Baron
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SIDECAR ON THE DIRT

Circa 1922, a ten-mile sidecar dirt race at Mansfield, Ohio. By the mid-twenties, however, the
sport had bitten the dust.

Floyd Dryer (in Indian vest)  ,, almost
unbeatable in a tough sport for strong men

FLXI - banking Outfit, Cont.
It took a strong man to perform the feat and

one of the best was Floyd Dreyer, of Indianapo-
lis, Indiana, who was almost unbeatable at the
game. They say that this type of sidecar racing
was a sight to see, but it petered out in the mid-
twenties and I came along about ten years too
late to witness it.

Incidentally, after a series of accidents
involving fatalities to sidecar passengers, it
became the rule in later years to carry a 100 lb
sandbag as ballast.

Owned and demonstrated by Gene Baron,
this rig (over) has appeared at meets of the
Antique Motorcycle Club of America since 1977.
Tyres are 28 x 2-1/2 in Firestone on clincher
(beaded edge) rims, inflated to 90 or 100 lbs
pressure.

I said that the Flxible Company made
reliable buses and so they did for many, many
years. More recently the Grumman Aircraft
Company obtained a controlling interest in
Flxible, then took a look at the existing F1xi
buses and decided their whiz-kid aircraft design-
ers could do a better job than the old bus fogeys
back in Loudonville.

Using aircraft know-how, they eliminated
unnecessary weight, improved engine efficiency
and fuel consumption and came up with an
entirely new type of city bus. New York City
bought 600 of them in 1980 — but the whiz-kids
had not reckoned on the pot-holes of New York.

The space-age Grumman-Flxibles had
barely been placed in service before a series of
running-gear break-downs struck them.

The entire fleet was withdrawn from service
and replaced by older units brought out of retire-
ment. Currently, Grumman is slowly rebuilding
the fleet and one by one the Grumman-Flxis are
returning to service. But the entire fiasco has cost
New York City many millions and Grumman
many more.

Pointing up the old saw that "you can't beat
experience", Grumman has had to learn the hard
way that aircraft and buses live in entirely differ-
ent worlds.

EMMETT G. MOORE

The Classic Motor Cycle, April/May 1982
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Effectiveness of the Law
Has the law been effective? No, certainly

not by any results seen to date. Accident rates
increased or remained the same after mandatory
laws were introduced. What does this mean?
Only that the conclusions by the safety experts
were in error.

The motorcyclist is not run down because
the motorist cannot see him. He is run down
because he does not represent a threat to the
motorist. Being smaller, the motorist believes it
is the responsibility of the motorcyclist to get out
of his way, just as a truck must yield to a train
and a Volkswagen to a truck. It is foolish, in a
smaller vehicle, to argue your rights.

Of course, after the accident, the motorist,
with his license, freedom, and insurance at stake,
now claims he did not see the motorcyclist, the
only excuse available to him. Accidents will be
reduced only when motorists are convinced they
must give motorcyclists equal rights on the road.

Many of your responses indicate you have
come to similar conclusions. You add, "can't turn
the durn things off, its the law, not effective,
false sense of security,  cannot comply," and so
forth. Very few felt the light was an effective
safety counter-measure.

Does it have any negative effect, other than
running down your battery?

According to Harry Hurt's recently com-
piled extensive motorcycle accident profile
survey of Southern California motorcycles with
headlights on were over represented by about 50
percent in head-on collisions when compared to
motorcycles with headlights on that were struck
from the side or from the rear.

The headlight can only be effective in head-
on type accidents - it simply can not be seen to
be on if the motorist approaches from the side or
from the rear. If it was an effective counter-
measure, less motorcycles with lights on would
be struck in head-on collisions. If it had no

Safety - Survey - Part II
effect, the ratio would be the same. If over
represented, it could be a causitive factor as
many members believe. They claim the motorist
cannot accurately judge their approach speed
with the light on and thus turn across them in the
mistaken belief they co do so safely. Their claims
are supported by hard core scientific research
going back to World War II when this phenom-
ena was first noted. The headlight on can indeed
be a causitive factor in increasing motorcycle
accidents. The fact that you may be seen more
easily is not the major issue. The issue is what
effect does this have on the motorist?

A more effective way has been suggested by
several members. They advocate flashing the
headlight to draw attention whenever necessary.
Many bikes have a flasher switch incorporated
into the switchgear, like a horn button. This has
proven effective for decades in Europe where the
flasher headlight switch is installed on all motor-
cycles, cars, and trucks. And, if that does not
work, a blast with air horns will surely get their
attention.

The U.S.C.A. has presented considerable
testimony to committees now considering man-
datory lights-on laws. Our track record has been
good. Most proposed mandatory lights-on laws
have been killed after receiving our testimony.
The AMA is also adamently opposed to manda-
tory lights-on laws and also actively opposes
these laws.

If you live in a State with mandatory lights-
on laws and have an early machine which has a
hard time keeping your battery charged, please
try to find a sympathetic legislator who will
sponsor a bill to kill the law. When you find one,
contact us so we can provide support material to
your legislator. Nothing will happen unless you
make it happen. Just because you have no prob-
lem with your 1981 Honda Gold Wing outfit,
doesn't mean your fellow sidecarist with his 1968
Harley-Davidson rig doesn't have problems. Let's
get together on this issue.
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Safety - Survey - Part II
On the basis that our (USCA) survey re-

presents the type of machine used by the sidecar-
ist in America, and on a similar basis, the Federa-
tion of Side-car Clubs' survey (from their Associ-
ate list), represents the type machine used in
England and Europe, I thought it interesting to
compare motorcycles used to pull sidecars and
sidecars.
United States Motorcycles

BMW 29,7%
Honda 23,4%
Harley Davidson 15.7%
Yamaha 6,0%
Moto-Guzzi 5.6%
Suzuki 5.4%
Kawasaki 4.1%
Triumph 2.0%
BSA 1.2%
Indian 1.2%
Vespa 0.7%
Ducati 0.6%

       Token Representation Only
HRD-Vincent, Ural, Ariel, Norton, Jawa
Nimbus, Laverda, Nevel, Velocette

England/Europe Motorcycles
Honda 27.5%
Moto-Guzzi 9.8%
Triumph 9.8%
BMW 9.4%
Jawa 8.3%
Yamaha 6.5%
BSA 6.2%
Cossack/Nevel/Ural 4.7%
Kawasaki 3.3%
Suzuki 3.3%
Norton 1.8%
M Z 1.8%
Panther 1.1%
Ariel 1.1%

       Token Representation Only
Royal Enfield, AJS, HRD-Vincent

       Velocette, Sunbeam, Matchless, Laverda
       Vespa, Norton/BSA, DKW, Fiat/Norton.

Note that only Honda has a singular posi-
tion of leadership (or near leader-ship) on both
sides of the ocean as far as machine for pulling
sidecars is concerned. BMW leads the scene in
America but falls to 4th place in Europe. Can it
be because of the large numbers of pre '69
machines in use here while post '69 machines are
prohibited in Europe.

Europe employs far greater numbers of
Moto-Guzzi and Triumph machines than in the
U.S. The large numbers of Jawa machines is
because of their relatively low cost and the
smaller distances between towns. Smaller ma-
chines are more practical if you stay off the Inter-
state, Yamaha, Kawasaki and Suzuki have yet to
make a serious debut for sidecar use although
those that have tried them have found little to
complain of,

I recently tried out Vetter's Kawa 1300 with,
of course, a Vetter chair, It was fantastic. Once
we got it running that is. Sure was a cold natured
beast. Not at all like my Laverda. Most makes
however seem to find a few dedicated
affectionados on both sides of the ocean.

Sidecars, United States Sidecars
Harley-Davidson 15.2%
Velorex/Jawa 10,3%
Watsonian 9.0%
Steib 8.9%
Sidestrider/Bingham 6.9%
Spirit Eagle 6.7%
Ural 5.5%
Globe/Bingham 5,1%
Homemade 4.3%
Motorvation 3.7%
Jupiter 2.9%
Easy Rider 2,4%
Hitchhiker 2.0%
Kenna/Automarket 1.7%
California Sidecar 1.7%
Hollandia 1.4%
Bender Florin 1.1%
Thompson Cyclecar 0.8%

The remainder had only token representation.
(See over)
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Safety - Survey - Part II
Sidecars, United States Sidecars (Cont)

Squire Equalean
Saluki Cossack
Dreyer Dan Brown
Nevel Wasp
Cyclemate Moturist
Hawk Tomco
Phillipine Precision
Seth Thomas Stolzenberg
Bushtec Terraplane
EML Tag-A-Long
Partner Commuter
Companion Friencship
Indian Zephyr
International Goulding
American Eagle Swallow
Free Spirit Flxi
Spirit Belvoir
Astro Omega Goody
Sigan Simon
Busmar Flexi-Cay
Marisho Harwood
Idano Freedom Rider
Nimbus Canterbury
Van Horn John Sweel
Startriker Sidekick
Essex Essick

England/Europe Sidecars
Watsonian 33.3%
Squire 20,0%
Homemade 7.9%
Jawa/Javelin/Velorex/Shadow 6.7%
Steib 6.3%
Wessex 6.3%
Briggs 6.3%
Ewbank 1.7%
Garrard 1,7%
Siderider 1,7%
L E 1,7%
Canterbury 1.3%
EML 1,3%
Swallow 0.8%
Precision 0.8%

England/Europe Sidecars (Cont)
The remainder had only token representation.

Hedingham Rankin
G. Clarke M Z
Wheel 3 Kenna
Boupa Hegi
D B S Moturist
Bender A A Box
RAC Box Popplestone

Sidecars, unlike motorcycles, generally
remain on their side of the ocean (at least as far
as these figures indicate), with a few exceptions.
Squire and Watsonian account for more than
50% of the market in England. In America, the
top 50% is made up of Harley-Davidson (USA -
maker of cycles and sidecars), Velorex (Czecho-
slovakian), Watsonian (British), Steib (German -
discontinued), and Sidestrider (USA),

There appear to be many more specials or
limited production manufacturers in America
than elsewhere although a large percentage no
longer exist. Our "free enterprise system." On the
other hand, there appear to be relatively more
home-made specials abroad, probably due to
greater willingness to make your very own
special from the ground up. Other interesting
observations are left to the individual reader,
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Industrial News

KOCH MOTORRAD GMBH. is the greatest manufacturer of sidecar rigs in Europe.

KOCH MOTORRAD GMBH. is looking for importers and dealers in the U.S.A.

KOCH MOTORRAD GMBH's productive capacity is not limited for models with special
purposes. Expert advice for all relevant uses such as, safari hunting, expeditions, sports etc.

KOCH MOTORRAD GMBH's motto is: Only one is more beautyful than motorcycling: SIDE-
CARING !! America is buying only by KOCH the European sidecar specialist with the greatest
choice and experience.

Koch-Motorrad-GmbH, Schulstrale 25, D-7081 Essingen-Aalen, F.R.G.

Koch BMW 1000 RS Sidecar rig
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Industrial News

Koch Moto-Guzzi Sidecar rig

Koch BMW Motocross/Enduro Sidecar rig
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience.

FIRST TIME ADS
FOR SALE 82 Goldwing, Full Hondaline dress.

Friendship S/C, Cycle Camp Trlr. All
Wineberry & new Was at Griffith Park Rally.
Just a beautiful rig. Send $1. for photo. Con-
tact: W.D. Miller #1129 2410 W. Charleston
Phoenix, AZ 85023 602/863-1656

FOR SALE 1980 KZ1300 Touring Coupe.
Royale Motorvation S/C, CB Stero, Custom
Paint, Powerbooster, 50W Radar Detector,
Air-shocks - $5500. $12000 invested - Mint
Condition. Robert Crank, 4837 Kentfield Dr.
Dayton, OH 45426 513/837-8627

FOR SALE 1946 Indian with Indian Sidecar.
Completely original and as new. Also 1918
Indian with matching sidecar, newly restored -
$7500. R. Drumm #1172, 158 Gibson St.
Canandaigva, NY 14424 716/394-1895

FOR SALE 78 GS1000 with homebuilt fully
inclosed S/C. Has to be seen. Will send picture
-$3000. S/C alone - $1200. Motorcycle alone -
$1800. Contact: Gary Carlin #2264 282
Ferndale Way, Redwood City, CA 94062 415/
365-5529

FOR SALE Old S/C frame, rigid wheel, leaf
springs, believe to be "Nimbus" frame from
1940's. Sell for $300 + shipping Contact:
Steve Krutsinger #310. 4822 S. Madison,
Tulsa, OK 74105 918/743-8465

FOR SALE 69 BMW R695 with Steib ST501
26000 Miles, Excellent Cond. Black - $6500
Stuart Goldstein #2065, 128 Pioneer Dr.,
Woodstock, GA 30188, 404/928-2547

FOR SALE Steib spares from Rennsport Side-
cars.  Contact: Rennsport Sidecars, 3 Brook
Lane, Catcott Somerset TA7 9HG England

FOR SALE Motorvation Spyder Ti, $1650. You
pay shipping. 9am-5pm Contact: Bob
Kohlscheen #288, Sunrise Mobile Vil.1/9
Iowa City, IA 52240, 319/338-2568

FOR SALE HD S/C 1980 Black, Carpet Uphol-
stered, luggage rack,. lowered 6 inches, spoke
wheel, new tire. Xlnt. Cond. $2000 or trade
for ??? Joe Wheeler #1253 10931 Baroqve
Ln., San Diego, CA 92124 619/569-0374

FOR SALE Complete set of Watsonian mounting
hardware including parts on sidecar frame, all
new. Paid $325, sell for $250 Contact:
Steve Krutsinger #310, 4822 S. Madison,
Tulsa, OK 74105 918/743-8465

FOR SALE Must sell 1978½ FLH80 w/matching
S/C Black Cherry and Red, 1200 mil since
overhaul(ported, polished and balance lo-
comp ression pistons) uses reg. ga Make offer,
Contact: Bobby Anderson #1776A, RT-1 Box
14, Brandon, MS 39042, 601/825-5285

FOR SALE Terraplane rigged for GL1100's
Excellent condition, used very little Wife say's
must sell $1900 or best offer. Contact: Marx
Crawford #1378, 5529 Caines, Davenport,
IA 52806 319/391-1916

FOR SALE 2 Steib Sidecars 501's. Both in
excellent condition. All original-owned for
over ten years. Imported from Holland with
late model BMW adaptor sub-frame $2000 ea.
/ OBO Contact: Bent or Rudy Van Der Veer
*he 10901 Elinda P1. Sun Valley, CA 91352
213/767-0316

FOR SALE 1976 BMW R90/6 F.S. all accesso-
ries $2350 / OBO. Bingham MKI $950/OBO
or both for $3000. Both in excellent condition.
Must sell. Grant G. Gleason 22626 Burton St.
Canoga Park, CA 91304 213/999-1460

FOR SALE 1979 Yamaha 650 Special II and
Globe 200 Sidecar, Excellent Condition Match
painted, all new or near new tires 16,000 +
miles. Laid off from work. Must sell. 2,500.00
Contact: Jim Doane, 2336 Woodlyn, Pasadena,
CA 91104 213/794-6634
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Classifieds
SECOND TIME ADS
FOR SALE New: Showroom Fresh Vetter

Terraplane at the unbelieveable low price of
$1995.00. Includes mounting hardware for any
bike, also like new used Bingham MKII
sidecar, $ 895 with mounts. Call or see Stan.
Contact: Cole Brothers, 5906 Lankershim
Blvd. North Hollywood, CA 213/980-3715

FOR SALE Sidecar Zephyr, Excellent coml.
Fully enclosed w/removable top' and AM/FM,
new carpet, wind-shield cig. lighter, lights,
vent system. White w/black bumper & wheel.
Contact: Scott Beardsley #1677 704 N. 7th,
Pasco, WA 99301 509/586-3166

FOR SALE Watsonian Monza,:two tops, side
brake. Will deliver within 200 miles. Good
shape - $1600. Contact: Bruce McClellan
#1306, 6367 Wilson Rd., Otisville, MI 48463
313/631-6413

FOR SALE 1978 GL1000. Great S/C bike. Fully
loaded, air forks and shocks, vetter fairing,
radio & much more - $3000 or best
offer.CB550 w/Bingham S/C $1700. Contact:
Len Herte #997, 1038 Raymond Ave, Long
Beach, CA 90804 714/962-6931 or 213/433-
5696

FOR SALE 1972 Jawa Sidecar - $600. Cyclelite
all around, cut for two passengers, two seats.
Can be returned to single pass. Contact: Terry
K. Haug, 35 No. 8th, Seneca, KS 66538 913/
336-3893

FOR SALE 1980 Motorvation Cp/Royal S/C 11
gal tank, elect. fuel pump M.P. Quartz light -
$2600. Contact: Lyle Hamman #540, 2702
53rd, Des Moines, IA 50310

FOR SALE 1978 Motoguzzi 850 with Watsonian
Palma - $4800 or best offer. 78 BMW 600 one
of a kind, fairing, extras sharp - $2800 or best
offer Contact: Stan Vorgias #939, 10005
Fairlane, Union, IL 60180 815/923-2521

FOR SALE Used Terraplane. Used less than 100
mi. Black, rigged for GL1000 $2100 or best
offer, like new. Contact.: Raul Moreno #1962,
1794 Ivy Rd. Oceanside, CA 92054 714/433-
3711

FOR SALE 1982 Terraplane, Black mouaring kit
for GS1000 Suzuki -$2195 1974 Jawa
Velorex, black universal mounting -_$850.
Both in excellent condition. Contact: Larry
White #1998, Winter Street, Claremont, NH
03743 603/542-2902

FOR SALE 1977 Yamaha 750 shaft drive with
Thompson S/C, oil cooler fairing, Fletcher
seat, air shocks, vanda cruise. Very custom
unit, 9500 mi. - $2800, Contact: Dick Florey
#1723, 3294 Westover Blvd., Central Pt., OR
97502, 503/772-9465

FOR SALE 1980 Velorex S/C, black with Gold
pinstripe, luggage rack, universal mounts,
tonneau cover Exec. condition - $850, Con-
tact: Jim Addleman #2132, Box 6A,
Grampian', PA 16838 814/236-1861

FOR SALE BMW R100S w/EML sidecar. Built
by "Sidecar Restorations" in 1980 & pictured
in most of their ads. Silver, 8000 mi. Ex. cond.
Convertable top & extra wind-shield for S/C.
M/C is 1977, S/C -1979, titled as 1977. $7900.
Contact: Bart Lieberman #1463, 39 Rio Vista,
St. Louis, MO 63124 314/994-0742

FOR SALE Sidecar 1982 Ride By Side Excel-
lent condition. 3000 mil Dark red. Lay-off
forces sale $995.00. Don Monroe, 507
Vansull, Westland, Ml 48185 313/326-3793

FOR SALE 74 HD Electra Glide w/ S/C,
Excell. cond. only 10,000 mil sell complete
$4000. or sell S/C separate $1000. with
adapters.  Contact: Rick Lyon, 3899 Cook
Rd, Rootstown, OH 44272 216/325-2371
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BUSINESS CARD ADS
Placing a business card ad is $50.00 per year. The

$50.00 includes your membership for one year, thereby
receiving the Sidecarist for one full year, You may
place your business card for $35.00, per year, exclusion
of membership. These ads are for business cards only -
whatever can be typed onto the business size card will
be accepted. Please send two business cards and check,
payable to the United Sidecar Association, to: The
United Sidecar Assoc. y P.O. Box 8119 - Van Nuys,
CA 91409-8119

SUPPLEMENT ISSUE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Clubs, Promoters and S/C Chapters - if you want
a two-page pull-out announcement of your upcoming
event to appear in the Supplement issue of the
Sidecarist, the charge will be $50.00. This will guaran-
tee your announcement in one Supplement issue - but
if received in enough time, 2 - 3 Supp. issues - and in
the Calendar of Events for up to one year ahead. The
requirement for the two pages is that each page fit the

dimensions of 8"X10". Please include all pertinent
information for your e-vent such as; time, place, map,
registration application, cost - if any, nearby facilities,
activities included. Please have this on two separate
sheets of paper and ready for printing - if it needs a little
touching up, we'll help out. If at all possible - have it
"print ready". Please make checks payable to The
United S/C Association and send both your check and
2 page pull-out to: U. S/C. A. - Calendar of Events, P.
O. Box 8119 Van Nuys, CA 91409-8119.

IMPORTANT - If you are just interested in
placing an announcement in the Calendar of Events -
this is FREE.

COMMERCIAL AD SPACE
Will be accepting soon, more details later.

PRESS RELEASES
Including black & white photo's - always ac-

cepted and placed in Industrial News

Advertizing
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12/12/82 SANTA BARBARA,
CA.

Sidecar racing fans will be interested in a
new edition to TEAM RENNSPORT RACING.
Charles Rice, this years 4th place national side-
car pilot and owner of RENNSPORT CYCLE
WORKS in Santa Barbara, announces the edition
of a new passenger joining in their sidecar
division.

Contract negotiations began on Dec. 12 and
have not been finalized yet but WILLIAM
CAMPBELL RICE new Vice President of
RENNSPORT, could be hanging off as early as
the first race of the 1999 racing season (as he
weighs in a little light now at 8lbs. 2oz's!).

10th ANNUAL BRASS
MONKEY SIDECAR RALLY
 February 19th-20th-21st.
Location: Laguna Campground

Directions: About forty miles east of San Diego
on I-8. Take Sunrise High-way north approxi-
mately 18 miles to Laguna Campground.

Schedual: Saturday - Set up camp. In evening
there will be a no-host dinner at a local
resturant. (optional)

Sunday - Sightseeing and tire kicking

Monday - Return home

Motel Rooms: 619/445-2342 and 619/473-8533
Be prepared for cool temperatures

For imformation: Dave Tenpenny 602/883-8275

CUSTON BELT BUCKLES
Price-$45.00 & up.

Nickel on Silver Really Sharp!

Contact: Dan Doyle

1310 Gold Rush Way Penryn, CA 95663

Club News
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